ON DESIGN RESEARCH
“...it’s essential, like insurance - you wouldn’t invest in anything without it.
It saves time, money and huge mistakes”

Design research is user-centered research; a
gathering of methods and an approach that
brings valuable and generative insights into any
innovation or design work. We have been using this
approach with clients for 20 years. From our point
of view, it’s essential, like insurance - you wouldn’t
invest in anything without it. It saves time, money
and huge mistakes. We conduct this kind of
research before and during the design process. At
Plot we have a particular take on this. Naturally
we work with the kind of best practice you would
expect from people who know how research needs
to be done, and then we add a little extra to make
things real earlier. For example, we create props
and materials so the research feels dynamic, or
prompts and open-ended questions to stimulate
people’s responses and help elicit more detail.
What it does - Designing the right thing, and the
thing right
It helps you find out what researchers call the
latent needs of people, to make sure that you
don’t assume what those needs are and get things
wrong (and therefore get the design wrong). Given
that on average each design stage costs around ten
times the stage before it, this is important because
it saves money spent on putting right any mistakes
later down the line.

You really want to make sure that what you are
designing is something that people need rather
than something you think they want. You might
be right, but there may be subtle aspects of the
design that make it fail for your audience. This kind
of research reveals very detailed useful information
to help ensure you make the right thing.
How we do it
We put together a structured process of
identifying the specific people we think will give us
the best answers. Then we set about finding them
and getting them to agree to meet us. Next we put
together a script for what we will do - for example,
how we interview people but sometimes we just
observe them. In other scenarios we ask people to
keep a diary, or capture thoughts at given times or
after prompts. Often we make something to share
with them to encourage conversation, feedback or
just to give them something to work around.
We take what comes out of the work, and compile
this into a set of insights that become our
foundation for a report. Different outputs can
come out of this, such as frameworks, and models,
or new relationships or new strategic directions.
Read on to find out more about how we have bring
design research into our work.
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Research work we’ve done

Maverick/Channel 4 pre-research work

Mobile Internet study for Nokia Reserarch

When Channel 4 was interested in making a
game to engage budding teenage entrepreneurs,
in advance they wanted to know more about
how they see themselves and what would be
appealing. Our materials were made to explore
self-perception and what felt possible.

This study was back in pre-smartphone days and
took us to Seoul and San Francisco to understand
what happens when people can use the Internet
on the go and sample two different technological
cultures. Of course, we can see many of the kinds
of things we saw in the research happening
around us now. We brought the results back to the
client through a workshop, report and model for
strategy.
Microsoft Community Engagement research for a
police force
Getting a picture of how a community feel about
police, the barriers and challenges for engagement
is a complex one. Different parts of a ‘community’
have significantly different experiences. For a
start we needed to understand what research had
been done and then create a structure of research
to bring in the new insights. Our work involved
identifying and connecting with the right experts
locally and nationally, and then running smaller
interviews and groups at different age segments.
Pulling these insights together, we designed them
into a set of service propositions (in the form of
narratives and service blueprints). Each tackled a
more systemic approach to engagement.

IKEA proper Urban Neighbourhood research study
This property developer wanted to understand
how they can make a new place a place with
soul in East London. We were asked to conduct
user research to understand what kinds of
neighbourhood would attract the types of urban
pioneers and settlers that in turn tend to attract
others. We found people with these qualities, and
explored the sorts of places and resources they
need as a great context for creative business and to
make things happen. We took the findings back to
the client as a report and discussion.
Design Research goes really well with service
design, and engagement strategies.
If you like a more academic approach look at
our article Touching Evidence in the Design
Management Journal on service evidence by
clicking here.

CAF charity credit card propositions
A charity wanted to set up a new kind of credit
card, so they asked for research to help them to
understand what people might find appealing
and what might put them off. Our work identified
a range of new propositions and we prototyped
these as real, prepared a set of materials for
researchers to use further - featuring potential
brands, proposition text, storyboards, wireframes
and visuals.
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If you would like to talk to us about this work, or any challenges you have with engagement of different
audiences or users, please contact us on 07966209615, or alternatively email gill@plotlondon.net
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